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1.0 GENERAL DATA OF THE MACHINE

1.1  MACHINE DESCRIPTION

KM 4/2T  dowel hole drilling machine is  designed for effi cient setup, accurate positioning, processing 
and productivity. The afore-mentioned is achieved thanks to the high quality of the tools and linear 
bearing guides. 

The drilling units with drill chucks are very important components which use the thermally treated gear 
wheels and quality bearings to guarantee smooth running, precision and long life of the machine. 

The capacity of the machine is ensured by quality electro pneumatic equipment which selects the 
programme sequence, detects errors and transports the furniture parts through the programme. 

1.2 TECHNICAL DATA OF THE KM 4/2T MACHINE 

Base data:

Max. length of a workpiece during horizontal drilling - mm ..................................2500
Max. width of a workpiece during horizontal driling - mm ......................................780
Min. length of a workpiece during horizontal drilling - mm.....................................200

 Max. depth of working piece - mm .............................................................................40

 Max. distance between the spindles 
 when drilling regular spaced holes - mm...................................................................700

Max. distance between the spindles when drilling according to the 
construction plan - mm ............................................................................................1212

 Max. drill depth during horizontal drilling - mm ........................................................50
 Min. length between vertical supports - mm ...............................................................96

Axial distance - mm.....................................................................................................32
Number of vertical supports ..........................................................................................4

Drilling head (rotating 90°)

Vertical support...................................................................... 4 pcs  11 spindles/ 32 mm
Horizontal support ................................................................. 2 pcs  22 spindles/ 32 mm

 Number of electromotor rotations of a drill chuck ....................................... 2850 1/min
Number of drill rotations .............................................................................. 2850 1/min
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Other:

Motor power of a drill chuck ............................................................................... 1.5 kW
Motor power of conveyors on the machine ....................................................... 0.22 kW

 Conveyor belt speed ........................................................................................ 45 m/min
Compressed air pressure .............................................................................. 6-7 x 105 Pa
Air consumption per drilling unit .................................................................. 8 Nl/ cycle
Air consumption for automatic operation..................................................... 10 Nl/cycle
Minimum air speed in the suction tube............................................................. 30 m/sec

 Working height ...................................................................................................960 mm
 

 Drilling accuracy .............................................................................. ± 0.15 for x, y axis 
                     ............................................................................................±0.15 for z axis

 Machine dimensions - mm...................................................................4230x2200x1560
Weight - kg ..............................................................................................................2400
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Main subassemblies of  KM 4/2T:

 1. Framework
 2. Horizontal movable unit
 3,4. Horizontal boring unit
 5. Vertical boring support
 6, 7. Side alignment ( left, right )
 8, 9. Positioning unit ( left, right )
 10, 11. Conveyer base ( left, right )
 12. Clamping support
   14. Boring head VG 22/32
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2.0 INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAFE USE, TESTING AND 
MAINTENANCE

2.1 TRANSPORT INSTRUCTIONS 

The machine has special carriers at a main framework to make transport and lifting by fork lift easier. 

2.2 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

The KM dowel drilling machine requires a hard concrete foundation for the fastening of the anchor 
screws and for levelling the main carrier and the machine itself. 

The levelling is to be carried out before machine start-up. Its installation and start-up should be carried 
out by an authorized service employee. 

2.3 INSTRUCTIONS FOR POWER SUPPLY CONNECTIONS 

The couplings (R, S, T, O, Mp) for connection to the mains 400 V, 50 Hz are placed in an electric control 
cabinet. 

ATTENTION!  When connecting the machine to the network please pay attention that the motor turns 
clockwise (in relation to the turning directions of the drills). 

10% voltage oscillation is permitted. 

The machine operating instructions are enclosed and the switching plan of the machine, which includes 
full details of the electrical functions. The switching plan includes number, types, and series of relays, 
built-in switches, magnetic valves, safety elements etc. When ordering  spare parts please quote the 
number, type, series, or an identical component. 

Special attention should be paid to the fact that it is forbidden to work on the electrical installation of the 
machine without stopping the motor and without separating the whole net work from the machine.

The red cord on the top of the machine is for safety switch off. When pulled, the machine is switched off 
at the mains. 

2.4 COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM CONNECTION 

The machine is equipped with a complete pneumatic installa tion which provides access to the maintenance 
unit, situated in a pneumatic control cabinet. The connection is fi tted with a rubber or plastic tube N 16 
mm. The compressed air should be properly prepared to prevent cutouts on electro-magnetic valves and 
pressure switch.  Compressed air pressure should be 0.6 MPa in order to ensure easy operation. 
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2.5 MACHINE ADJUSTMENT 

2.5.1 HORIZONTAL SUPPORT  

The adjustment of backstops is required before drilling. It is implemented by a spindle (dwg 1,1) and 
the position measurer (dwg 1,2) so that the screw is loosened before hand and tightened again after the 
adjustment.
 
Adjustment of the backstop (dwg 1,3) and fi xing cylinders is required to ensure that the positions of a 
workpiece and both backstops are in proportion.  After the fi nal adjustment of the fi xing cylinders, they 
should be fastened by screws (dwg 1,4).
 
The adjustment of the right horizontal support along the width is carried out manually.
Right pressed batten must be in front position and then it should be lean against workpiece.  
Activating the support movement is possible after turning off the blocking switch (dwg 4,1). 
After the adjustment, the switch is turned into the “blocked” position and the support is fi xed into 
position by the brake. 

Operating speeds on the drilling unit are adjusted by a pneumatic fl ow control on the back panel of the 
fi ttings. 

The adjustment of drilling depth is implemented by a nut on the back side of working cylinder (dwg 2,1). 
The position measurer (dwg 2,2) helps us to set correct depth. It is possible to fi x a nut by a screw pin 
on the side of a nut.
 
 There are three steps to set parallelism between boring head and working table:
 - unscrew fi xing screws on boring head
 - adjust four screws (dwg 2,3) on carrier of boring head
 - screw fi xing screws to fi x boring head back

 
Correct position boring head on vertical direction is setting by a spindle (dwg 3,1). Position can be read 
on the indicator (dwg 3,2). 

2.5.2 VERTICAL SUPPORT  

The desired depth for vertical drilling is regulated by moving a threaded  spindle (dwg 5,3), the position 
can be read on the indicator (dwg 5,4). When travelling back the drill stroke length can be adjusted by 
turning the threaded spindle (dwg 5,3), the position can be read on the indicator.

The drilling depth can be precisely  measured by lifting  the drilling unit manually into its upper position 
by a switch (dwg 5,5) and measuring the distance between the bit point and the backstop. For shortening 
the operating time,  all bits should be set up beforehand.
 
The vertical supports should be set up manually in the X direction so that coarse adjustment can be made 
by moving the support manually. For fi ne adjustment a slight push in the desired direction is all that is 
required. The actual position  of a support is seen on the position indicator (dwg 5,1). The support has 
to be released before further adjustment. This procedure is implemented via the switch for blocking 
and releasing the support (dwg 5,2). The button marked with a support symbol releases the support 
movement along the X axle. 
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The adjustment of the drilling unit in direction Y is carried out by turning a handle and the threaded pins 
(dwg 5,6).
 
The drill chuck is turned at an angle of 90° by the blockade system. Correct angle of rotation is limited 
by screw (dwg 6.1). Chuck should be turn to the desired position carefully. After turning the drill chuck, 
tighten screws on drilling head.

Regulation of operating drill speeds is carried out by a hydraulic brake (option). The desired speed is 
adjusted by turning the left or right button. If any irregularities occur during drill chuck adjustment, they 
are rectifi ed by loosening the threaded pin, which defi nes the drill chuck position; the drill chuck position 
can be and the nut re-tightened.
 
If inaccuracy of a position is indicated on the X axle, it is necessary to enter into setup program and set 
correct value. Accurate distance in the X direction is measured by the metre. 
Setting must be executed only by worker, who is responsible for this. More information about setting is 
in chapter  6.0. Operating instructions for SIKO measurement system.

2.5.3 CLAMPING SUPPORT  

The clamping supports should be positioned along the X axle, where  the lower vertical support is also 
positioned in order to ensure the precise fastening of a workpiece. Movement of the support in the 
X direction is done manually. When fastening wider workpieces the fi xing cylinders can be pushed 
sideways (dwg 7,1) to allow for fastening. 

2.5.4 THE TRANSPORT MODE  

The transport mode is moved to the appropriate position by a screw. If accurate drilling with lower 
supports is necessary - while in the transport mode, the bits should move into the scanning pattern 32 mm 
between the supporting battens of the transport line.
 
If long workpieces are processed, the central conveyor must also be installed, if the dowel drilling 
machine is incorporated in the production line. 
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2.6 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

Before the machine start-up the following adjustments should  be made: 

1. Arrange the supports according to the drilling plan and lock them, after fi nal adjustment, into the 
selected position in direction X and Y, 

2. Turn the chucks as required by the drilling plan,
3. Lock the chucks into the selected position,
4. Insert  the reducing chucks with drilling bits and measure the distance between the bit tip and the 

point zero,
5. Adjust the drilling depth of the individual drilling units,
6. Adjust the height of the horizontal drilling units,
7. If necessary, adjust the drilling rotation speed with the help of the throttles, 
8. Adjust the position of both backstops,
9. Adjust the fi xing cylinder,
10. If the vertical support is located under the conveyor, adjust the conveyor position,
11. Transfer the clamping supports into position above the lower vertical supports. 

2.6.1  MACHINE OPERATION 

START-UP 

ENERGY SUPPLY 

Activate the main switch, check if the mushroom-shaped  STOP button (dwg 9,1) is turned on (rotate it 
slightly in order to depress it). 

Press the POWER button  (this activates the green control light) (dwg 9,2). 

After the energy supply and the compressed air system are switched on, one can proceed with the 
adjustments desired. 
      

Adjustment of supports and chucks 

The support is adjusted by turning the button (dwg 5,2) on the front panel of the support into the position 
marked with a chuck rotation or support symbol. This means turning the chuck and/or locking the 
support. 

After all parameters have been adjusted, press the key SUPPORTS LOCKED on the main control panel. 
The drilling depth can then be adjusted manually. 

Adjustment is made by the yellow key (dwg 5,5) on supports (drilling unit up/down symbol). 
After the depth of all drilling units has been adjusted, press the OPERATION key on the main control 
panel ( dwg 9,3 ). Now the machine is in automatic mode.
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The drilling sequence   (horizontal, vertical down) 

For every group the fi rst and second  sequence can be selected. The combinations can be selected 
according to the drilling plan. They can be as follows:
 
- all  groups simultaneously,
- all groups with delay 

These adjustments are performed by two switches on the main control panel of the machine. 

2.6.2  OPERATING CYCLE OF THE MACHINE 

The workpiece, laid on the conveyor in front of the machine, presses the switch, which registers the 
workpiece on the conveyor. If the belt is engaged, the workpiece stops shortly. 
When the conveyor of the machine is free, the workpiece is forwarded to the next switch. This switch 
lows the back stops into their lower position and the workpiece is transported forward. After the 
workpiece has passed this switch, the conveyor stops, and the adjusting elements are switched on: the 
adjusting bar and the front adjusting cylinders. The cylinders push the workpiece to the back stops where 
limit switches are activated, and, together with the pressure switch on the adjustment batten, they enable 
the pressing-clamping.

After a certain period of pre-set time by a time relay, the drilling operation is started, following the 
pre-selected programme. After each of the drilling units has reached the pre-set depth, the units return to 
their starting positions. 

After all the units have returned into their starting position the cycle is fi nished and, after an interval, a 
new cycle is started in the same manner. 

If the distance between two workpieces on the conveyor is insuffi cient or if the workpiece remains under 
the back stop when the machine stops, the back stop is activated. In such a case the workpiece leaves the 
machine without being processed.
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2.6.3  SAFETY REGULATIONS 

1. Before any work/ maintenance is carried out, make sure the machine is switched off and the plug 
removed from the socket. 

2. If any adjustments are made on the front side of the machine, the foot pedal should be placed close to 
the operator to ensure that, in case of accident or some irregularities,  the machine can be immediately 
switched off. 

3. There is a red emergency string at the front and at the rear sides of the machine. In case of emergency 
the string should be pulled to halt machine operation. The string is activated by pulling or treading 
down. 

4. While the machine is in operation any contact inside the working area is strictly prohibited due to the 
possible injuries caused by the rotating drill bit or fi xing cylinder. 

5. During manual operation safety regulations should be particularly adhered to warning!

6. When the conveyor belt is in motion the operator should take care not to allow clothing to come into 
contact with the belt pulley or the V-belt. 7. During adjustment it is advisable to have another person 
in the vicinity to offer assistance if need be. 
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2.6.4  MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS 

Faultless operation of the machine requires regular maintenance:

1. DAILY
  

Check the water outlet valve (max. level 10 mm) and let the superfl uous water out if necessary.

2. WEEKLY

Check the oil level in lubricator (oil level 2/3 of the volume) and add oil if necessary. Oil round guides 
of drilling units and backstops. 

3. MONTHLY

Add grease to the housing of the using grease guns. Lubricate all open drives of gear wheels and gear 
racks (pneumatic lifting of drilling units, guide batten and conveyor drives on the machine). 
Add grease to chucks using grease guns.

4. EVERY 6 MONTHS

Add oil to the gear unit of the conveyor on the machine.

Lubricate the trolleys of linear bearing guides.

ATTENTION!

Do not over - lubricate!  
Do not use compressed air for cleaning! 

If the recommended lubricants are not available, adequate lubricants of another manufacturers shall be 
defi ned together with the supplier. Never use untested lubricants!
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2.6.5  DISASSEMBLY AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS 

DRILLING UNIT ON VERT. SUPPORT 

Chuck: release 4 screws (dwg 6,2) and remove the chuck with the slight rotations from the fl ange (dwg 
6,5). The fl ange is disassembled by releasing 4 screws .

Electric motor (dwg 6,3) with gear wheel releases 4 screws (dwg 6,4). Now you the shaft can be 
disassembled with both bearings and the gear wheel. 

Driving unit: In order to disassemble the driving unit from the vertical unit, release 4 screws in the 
plate. By rotating shafts the driving unit can be disassembled from the vertical unit. 

Pneumatic transfer unit: Remove the pneumatic cylinder (dwg 8,1) by releasing 4 screws (dwg 8,2 ). 
Then remove the gear wheel and plate. Now the wheel bar can be removed. look Pneumatic transfer 
unit, Ident 660772. 
 
When assembling the driving unit, the following should be considered: 

If the entire unit is disassembled from guides, screws on the trolley STAR should be loosened and 
fastening cylinders removed. 

When mounting the unit back onto the machine, the following should be considered: 

a) When fastening the unit back to the trolley, be careful that the position of the unit is at right angle with 
the linear guides (-0.02). 

b) Suppress any possible play of gear wheels and a gear batten. Proceed as follows: release the nuts with 
the left and the right thread (Ident 660371 and 652973), rotate the spacer screw (Ident 659395) with 
a wrench is not enough to suppress any play on the movement of the gear bar. Tighten the two nuts 
back again. Look Pneumatic transfer unit, Ident 660772.

c) When mounting the electric motor, be careful that it rotates in the  right direction in order to avoid 
damage to the gear unit and/ or the chuck.

 
d) When mounting chucks adjust both threaded pins (dwg 6,1) in order to limit the turning of chucks at 

the angle of 90°. Both chucks shall be adjusted according to the already adjusted other chucks in both 
positions (0° - 90°).

 
e) Calibrate the position measuring device (dwg 4,1) by measuring the exact distance to the reference 

point.

f) When the measurers are adjusted again in direction Y, release the threaded pin on the device and 
adjust it according to the distance to the reference point. Then tighten the pin again. 

g) For repeated drilling depth adjustments the drilling unit is placed into its top position. The distance 
from point zero to the bit tip is measured and the drilling depth checked. If there are any deviations 
procedure f.) is repeated.
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2.6.6 DRILLING HEAD 

The drilling head requires no special maintenance, only regular daily cleaning in order to assure good 
outlet of temperature. The drilling head should not be overheated. This could cause permanent damage 
to the aluminium housing. When disassembling the drilling head be careful not to damage the aluminium 
housing.

Drilling head lubricates 1x per month. We recommend following oil: INA - Viskozma, Molykote - 
Longterm 00 or Agip - GR SLL.

Drilling head should be cleaned every day.
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3.0 THE LIST OF ENCLOSED TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

1. Equipment for machine regulation :

 Spanners No. 17.................................................... 1 set
 Hexagon spanners No. 6,8,2.5 .............................. 1 set
 Square handle 12 .................................................. 1 pc
 Ordinary long screwdriver.................................... 1 pc
 Ordinary medium screwdriver.............................. 1 pc
 Wire strippers........................................................ 1 pc

2. Additional equipment:   

 Bayonet tang                                           
 Bits
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4.0 DRAWINGS OF DETAILS 

Picture 1

Picture 2
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Picture 3

Picture 4
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Picture 5

Picture 6
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Picture 7

Picture 8
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Picture 9
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